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Today in the in the United Nations complex located in Vienna, Austria, we, the Organization for the                 
Liberation of Palestine (PLO) guided by our principles of the destruction of the State of Israel and the                  
right of self-determination of the Palestinian people have carried out an attack of incalculable              
proportions around 2.640 deads and more than 4.050 wounded not counting the destruction of almost               
all of the surroundings of the UN building. The Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine                
recognized by the Palestine Liberation Organization as the one in charge of carrying out these acts for                 
the independence of our people, has carried them with total success. 
 
Today begins a new era for the Palestinian people and the world, an era where we will no longer be                    
oppressed, where the world will realize the damage they have done to us, how they had bleeding this                  
people. The time has arrive, the time in which those that have gave us their back suffered the same                   
oppression, felt the same fear and  live  the same things that we lived for more than 54 years.  
 
We are aware of the peace treaty carried out with the Israeli government in 1993 in which proposals                  
were made for the protection of both populations. But this proposals have turned out to be a scam,                  
proposals that have only brought the submission and abuses by the Israeli government to our               
palestinian people, agreements that with the support of the International Community had only hold              
imperialism and power to the State of Israel to keep the Palestinian people in the atrocious situation                 
that they suffer today. Nowadays, guided by false accusations large operations of control to the               
Palestinian population have been carried out by the Israeli forces, who have also marched over               
Palestinian cities and towns, destroying everything in its path, destroying houses, hitting children,             
arresting massively until the point that more than 400 arrests and thousands of requisitions in one day. 
 
The United Nations has been corrupt, has forget all that things that at first were the pillars of this                   
organization, the International Community have forget the reasons why they must fight and what they               
most defend. Today, the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine is considered a "belligerent"               
group by nations such as the United States of America, Canada and the European Union and have                 
became a target for the International Community, to the point of implementing in the zone the                
UNITED NATIONS GLOBAL STRATEGY AGAINST TERRORISM, a plan that among the years            
has failed because of its insufficiency to counteract and confront those “belligerent” groups,             
nowadays, we and many other groups do not depend on state sponsorship, now, we are non state                 
actors which have bring us the advantage of porous borders and interconnected international systems              
(finance, communications, and transit). Now, we can reach every corner of the globe. In the ages we                 
live now, non Europe, non the United States are immune from terrorism within their borders.  
 
The lack of a universal agreement over what constitutes terrorism weakens efforts to formulate a               
concerted global response and the inadequate compliance and enforcement of existing instruments            
shows the inefficiency of the international community in their attempt to create a plan to eradicate us.                 
The international community has fought in complete disunity on the contrary that its adversaries that               
we are united by a common goal, instead you generate a tolerance for terrorism when we attack one of                   



your rivals and do nothing. We must add that your actual plans lack of ways to eradicate new threats                   
that emerge every day. The inefficiency the international community “to resolve protracted conflicts             
and prevent new ones; the military interventions; the disregard for international law, including human              
rights and international humanitarian law and the rising inequality between and within            
States”(Seventieth session,The United Nations Global Counter-Terrorism Strategy,Report of the         
Secretary-General ) have make us be more strong.  
 
We, are a real example of what an interconnected community should look and be like, all guided by                  
our supreme leader Yasir Arafat and consist of: the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine, a                  
marxist-leninist, political and military organization, which its main goal is to transform the arab              
society into this ideology and has been the designated group to perform the attacks; we have the                 
economic financing of different groups and organizations in addition to our own businesses. Fatah, a               
military-political institucion and principal component of the OLP is a consulting member of the              
International Socialist (IS); we consist of 3 political organs: the National Palestine Council, (NPC),              
it works as the legislative body of the OLP, and is in charge of making decisions and of choosing the                    
members of the executive committee. The OLP Executive Committee (EC) is the highest executive              
organ. Consists of 18 members chosen by the (NPC) that rule all of the OLP organizations and                 
budget, it also covers different national and international affairs such as: military issues, international              
relations with the arab states, popular organizations, informacion, cultural approaches, administration,           
social, economical, financial, health and planification matters. And finally, the Central Palestine            
Council (CPC), founded in 1973 as the consulting committee of the executive committee, it gathers               
every six months to discuss matters related to their organization. 
 
We, will support and will fight for all that countries that are being oppressed by those imperialist                 
world powers and that chose to encourage our legitimate fight for our people, his rights and our                 
territory, because as our prophet Mohammed said ”Support your brother if he is being oppressed.“               
Countries like Russia, DPRK, Irán, Sudán, Syria, China, Venezuela and Egypt that have show their               
fraternity to this fight will always be our brothers. To other countries that have give us the back, we                   
would like to make them a meditation. A terrorist is the one that protect its people? Is the one that                    
protect its land? In that case all the presents are terrorist and if you eradicated terrorist groups, then                  
we also, of course, there will be some that should be eradicated faster than others for example Israel or                   
the United States, because, as you say they lead our list.  
 
Some members present today must be asking why we made this attacks, the reason, the resolution                
67/19 of the General Assembly. Where the admission of Palestine was present as an observer State                
and not member of the Organization. Years ago, Mahmoud Abbas requested the entry of Palestine as a                 
member with every right in the United Nations. However, the Palestine 194 initiative to be recognized                
as a member state of the Organization was never put to vote by the Security Council, an indispensable                  
requirement for membership.  
This request did not seek to legitimize a country created many years ago but to save the peace process,                   
the independence and sovereignty of the Palestinian State and the right of return of the refugees.                
Because unlike other organizations, the OLP was created by the collective will of our people, and not                 
by a movement or party. 
 
As we said before we are tired of this oppression and of seeing how countries that are famous for the                    
struggle for human rights give us the back, countries like Germany, Australia, South Korea, Estonia,               



the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and Nigeria that abstained, have show with their silence their               
support to these oppressors (Canada, United States, Israel, Marshall Islands, Micronesia, and            
Panama). To them we said the same thing that prophet Mohammed said to us “Prevent others from                 
committing injustice, because that is how you support them”  that is what we will do to each of you.  
 
As a key part of this press release we want to give complete security to those countries such as Russia,                    
China, Venezuela, Egypt, Afghanistan, Yemen, Somalia, Libya, Myanmar, Saudi Arabia, Turquia           
Cuba, Ecuador, Spain, Iraq, Iran, Italy, Japan, and Pakistan that have support us, that nothing will                
happen to its population and territory, and would have the complete support of this organization in                
future national and international actions. 
 
We consider that this is something the world should not take lightly and instead, start to take action,                  
the clock is ticking and when it ends, it will not be a good surprise, and always remember every action                    
has it consequence.  
 
Representatives of the  Organization for the Liberation of Palestine 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


